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Quadrille is proud to support British Forces Broadcast Service (BFBS) and their work to 
deliver information and content to the UK Armed Forces and humanitarian aid projects, 
especially during this global health crisis. Quadrille and BFBS have worked to develop 
QuadriFast technology into the BFBS solutions, enabling the organization to send all types of 
content including, video entertainment, newspapers, training manuals. Quadrille’s MSTORE 
is fully integrated into the BFBS media gateway, MiPlayer, allowing any Quadrille operator to 
manage incoming files and transfer streams.  
 
Quadrille’s QuadriFast™ and QuadriLive™ solutions transport content using satellites, 
terrestrial, and cable.  QuadriFast™ pushes non-linear content and stores it on STBs or a 
media gateway where it is immediately accessible for viewing on a television, or on a smart 
device via local wi-fi. Likewise, QuadriLive™ delivers Live OTT content that can be 
viewed using the same access hardware. Quadrille’s MSTORE client can dynamically manage 
incoming and stored content for distribution, update, and removal. It can also be customized 
to incorporate, content filtering, ad insertion, ad stitching, replays, and catch-up of any kind.  
 
About BFBS 
BFBS is a military charity and media organization that delivers content to entertain, inform, 
connect, and champion the UK Armed Forces. During this global health crisis, BFBS has been 
working with their stakeholders and partners in the military and defense communities to 
deliver their core services and seek new ways to support forces audiences and communities 
in the UK and overseas. BFBS is also the home of military content, championing the military 
by keeping their activities in the public eye on our Forces digital channels and on our national 
TV channel. In addition, BFBS’s commercial services, which provide income for its charity, 
spans training, digital and creative services, and pioneering technology solutions that enable 
media and communication in the hardest-to-reach places.  
https://www.bfbs.com/  
 
About Quadrille 
Quadrille’s QuadriFast, QuadriLive, and 360 OTT Delivery transports file-based or Live 
OTT content with an end-to-end solution that provides content to users on their televisions 
or smart devices.   These solutions can be managed on any network and ensure the most 
efficient and cost-effective solution to meet your needs wherever they are, including 
transportation, hospitality, military, commercial, and residential projects.  
www.quadrille.fr  
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